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*Divine, Nurturing Awareness

We promise: healing, generosity, relationship and spiritual growth.
We believe:

~ God calls us to surrender, to let love and grace change our lives.
~ Jesus appears to us in our neighbors and in all creation.
~ Faith community is a source of love, joy, hope and strength.
We value: dignity, respect, loving-kindness and faithful risk.
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authors did not sign their reports I have added a ‘submitted by’ line.

Annual Report of the Pastor
Relationship is the first promise in our DNA, and 2017 has been a year of deepening and expanding relationships. To me the most compelling of these are relationships with individual neighbors. Some have been part of the community for many
years, and some are more recently arrived. Some are neighbors who, having no
other place to go, have found friendship and a sense of belonging while passing
time in our gardens. Most inspiring to me are the ways the spirit leads people from
the margins of society to connect with our communal life in worship, Bible Study,
Open Mic Night, The Neighborhood Café, and other activities of The Neighborhood. From my perspective, it is the deepening experience of trust and friendship
among neighbors that really marks this past year.
We have also been building more formal relationships in the institutional life of our
city. As Pastor, I have been attending City Council Meetings and Main Street Bath
Business Roundtable meetings about every other month, all in an effort to make
connections that will expand our relevance and participation in the life of the city.
Through our Little Eden Park Project, we have deepened our relationship with the
Kennebec Estuary Land Trust. Through gradual development of our Innkeepers
Ministry, we have initiated a new phase in the intentional, city-wide conversation
about the related issues of homelessness, hunger, poverty, and addiction. Alas, no
specific action has yet brought to fruition our vision of addressing these challenges.
However, the conversation represents an expanding relationship among neighbors. I look forward to our Community Conversation series addressing these matters in early 2018.
As The Neighborhood Café completes its 8th year of operation, I am observing a
subtle, but powerful dynamic that seems to hold promise for our future. Between
Tuesday Café and Sunday worship, The Neighborhood has two focal points, which
generate a creative tension. One is more traditional and the other more missional.
The Café attracts new neighbors, and Sunday worship deepens faith and discipline.
In retrospect, I see this core relationship as a key to an innovative and entrepreneurial dynamism that may fulfill our desire to be relevant to a broader public that
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seeks a pathway of faith. One sign of promise is the increasing crossover between
these two ministry settings.
Beyond these two core ministries, it is inspiring to observe numerous other ministries that welcome and nurture neighbors. The Shawl Knitters, Active Hope, and Intentional Prayer Life Circles, as well as Neighborhood Open Mic, Creative Co-op,
and People Reaching Team activities out in the city parks are all sources of creativity and connection. The Worship Voices animate our Sunday worship with music,
prayer, poetry, and sacred texts, and demonstrate the well of spirit in our congregation. This broad spectrum of authentic liturgical voices is one of our congregation’s
great strengths.
In 2017, our institutional structure grew stronger as well. We are benefitting from
the discipline of two planning retreats each year, and the resulting common calendar. The dynamic between our Leadership Team and our Ministry Coordinating
Team, now in its second year, provides more stability and clarity. Our Finance
Team, comprised of our Treasurer and Financial Secretaries, is a source of confidence. Our finances continue to be a stretch for us, and we encountered difficulties
with cash flow several times this past year. However, our Joy of Giving Team, connecting with the spirit of abundance and love, found a way through. This team has
also made significant progress in developing our practice of generosity by guiding
us in the exploration of planned giving and writing grants.
In February of 2015, the congregation held a series of “Vision Quest” retreats, in
which we articulated five initiatives for the coming three years. As we complete the
second year of this process, here is a brief evaluation of the initiatives:
1) Strengthen Sacred Practice. At our annual Worship Voices Mini-Retreat this November, I sensed confidence and authority among those who lead our worship. Our
brief devotional moments in Tuesday evenings at the Café have become more forthright in expressing the faith and prayer life of our congregation. This fall, a Covenant Partner conceived and created our own portable, fold-able labyrinth, which we
have used in a Life Circle and in Sunday Worship.
2) Little Eden Park. This project has advanced significantly, although more slowly
than hoped. The report in this Annual Report will provide more detail.
3) Innkeepers Ministry. This has also made gradual progress, as the accompanying
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report indicates.
4) Financial Stability. Let us not be discouraged by our failure to meet payroll on
time twice this year! We did eventually fulfill our obligations to our staff. More importantly, the Joy of Giving Team has been active and innovative this past year, with
new projects that lean into the promise of abundance.
5) Children’s Ministry. In general, we have intentionally allowed this to remain a fallow field for us this past year. There are signs of stirring interest and leadership – let
us pray and keep focused. Read more in ‘Looking to the New Year’.
One of the most hopeful new directions for us this year comes in the person of Holly
Reid, who received her Master of Divinity degree in 2016, and has chosen to pursue
her vocation as an ordained UCC minister in partnership with The Neighborhood.
As Holly prepares for ordination in 2018, her Discernment Committee is now working closely with the Committee on Ministry of the Midcoast Association of the Maine
Conference of the United Church of Christ. The Discernment Committee and the Joy
of Giving Team are working together to develop a staff position at The Neighborhood for Holly. This holds great possibility for the future.

In 2017, the wider UCC began to recognize some of our innovative, faithfully risky
adventures. In November, we were included when our Conference Minister guided
the Presiding Minister of the UCC on a “Tour of Cool Ministries in Maine.” Also in
2017, I continued to serve as an adjunct teacher in the emerging Maine School of
Ministry, presenting workshops at the Conference’s Annual Meeting and as part of
the basic MSM curriculum. This strengthens our relationship in the Maine Conference community, and is personally rewarding for me as well.
For study leave, in April I attended a workshop in New York entitled “Using Social
Media in Your Ministry.” This helped me to embrace tools that are essential to the
entrepreneurial pathway before us. I devoted my second week of Study Leave in
July to re-reading my Church History textbooks from seminary, in support of my
emerging sense of calling to help the church discern its evolving shape.
Looking ahead, I see the importance of continuing to develop our sense of Covenant
Partners as authorized ministers of our DNA. I plan to work with the Leadership
Team and other leaders, to encourage us all to embrace our callings as disciples
and ministers as part of our Covenant Partnership.
798 Washington St, Bath, ME
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I hope that in 2018, as we prepare to begin actual construction of Little Eden Park in
2019, we will develop more comprehensive care and oversight of our physical facility. At the request of the Leadership Team, I have drafted the following new description of the role of the Building Team:
Building Team Description (draft 12/16/17)
The Neighborhood’s building and grounds are strategic tools for advancing the
promises described in our DNA. The Building Team’s purpose is to care for our
physical facility, with particular attention to attractiveness, safety, practicality,
functionality, accessibility, and inspiration.
Every Covenant Partner is encouraged to participate in the maintenance and
tidiness of our facility. The particular calling of the Building Team is to oversee
all aspects of this care, which includes aesthetics, mechanical systems, sacred
space, and gardens, as well as the alignment of all these matters with our commitment to caring for creation as described in our DNA. The Building Team enrolls volunteers in support of this calling.
The Building Team supervises the work of its dedicated staff member, the Sexton.
As we let 2017 go, and open up to a new calendar year, I lift up the memory of Emily
Erlebach and Ruth Hennessey, both of whom we released to God’s eternal care in
January. And, while he had moved away, we also lost our dear friend Buz Parry. Buz,
Ruth and Emily added much to our sense of who we are, and they performed, each
in their own way, beautiful and caring acts of love and creativity. I can't imagine who
we would be without them, and I give thanks for the ways they live on in our experience as a congregation.
As I look over the activities in this Annual Report, I am amazed and inspired by all of
the time and talent that our Partners and neighbors contribute to the operation of
this wonderful congregation. Now in my 19th year as Pastor, I remain grateful for this
calling and this position that fulfills me and stretches my heart, my mind, and my
soul.
Pastor Bill Bliss
December 28, 2017
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Treasurer’s Annual Report
Treasury activities are handled by the Finance Team. This team currently has four
members supplemented by occasional volunteers from the congregation as the
need arises. Hannah Gosselin is the Church Financial Secretary and oversees the
proper receiving of funds collected from cash offering’s and pledges and other
church sponsored events. Assisted by Marcia August, she also prepares a weekly
accounting report, and makes the Bank deposits. John Mosher joined the team several months ago and now handles pledge accounting including keeping the Joy of
Giving up to date with pledge trends and other statistics as well. He will also handle
the distribution of annual giving statements to confirm individual pledge contributions to meet I.R.S responsibilities. Roy Ingraham is the Church Treasurer and is responsible for maintaining the Church financial records, depositing receivables, donations and gifts not included as Worship contributions mentioned above, and all
payables. The team works well together and assists each other as circumstances
require.
With the overview of the Leadership Team, Roy is also responsible for preparing the
annual budget for the congregation. Once the final budget is approved it will be
distributed and posted on our website along with the Annual Report.
Thinking about the budget, the Treasurer takes this opportunity to remind everyone
the church does not enjoy the benefits of an endowment, nor a savings account. So,
the Treasurer is required to pay the bills out of moneys available in the check book
from our weekly offerings, gifts and occasional fund-raising events. Given the ebb
and flow of income over the year, it is not
unusual to have to hold large bills ($2,000
– $5,000) until well past their due date, until sufficient funds have accumulated to pay
them. Or, to withhold payday for a few
days (twice in 2017) hoping the next Sunday offering covers it, or an unanticipated
contribution appears (again, twice).
Hence the importance of regular and generous giving by the membership. Last
798 Washington St, Bath, ME
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year, the church contracted with VANCO Payment Solutions, a company specializing in electronic fund transfers, to provide an avenue for those members that would
prefer to handle their pledge electronically. The process is simple to use and
works well for this purpose. Also, the Treasurer then knows he can count on these
monies arriving on specified dates - very helpful when planning the bill paying process. Information on this service is available from the Leadership Team, the Treasurer, or
the Church’s website.

Lastly, the Treasurer recognizes the need for the Congregation to be kept abreast of
the church’s financial status. Accordingly, an all-inclusive weekly financial report is
provided in a notebook in the church office and is available to everyone.
T.L. (Roy) Ingraham, January 2018

Little Eden Park
Little Eden Park took many steps in 2017 to bring us closer to fulfilling the vision that
we will convert our small asphalt yard into a public park. The design charrette in
January drew 37 participants from a broad spectrum of neighbors. A local landscape architect volunteered to combine the five designs from the charrette into a
unified design, which was received enthusiastically.
In early 2016, The Neighborhood approached the Kennebec Estuary Land
Trust (KELT) with a proposal that KELT
might raise funds for the acquisition of The
Neighborhood’s 12 acres of land adjacent
to our former location. The concept was
that the funds from this land transfer might
fund the park. For the latter half of 2017,
we have been awaiting KELT’s process of
discernment, which included appraisal of
the land as a first step, followed by deliberation by KELT’s Land Committee. As of this writing, the appraisal has been done,
yielding an appraised value of approximately $170,000, and we are awaiting the
decision of KELT’s Land Committee.
Annual Report 2017
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This process has been guided by the Friends of Little Eden Park, a team that includes representatives from City government, local horticulturists, the University of
Maine Cooperative Extension, KELT, and three Covenant Partners.
Submitted by Bill Bliss

Member in Discernment: Holly Reid
As I continue my journey towards ordination I continue to be grateful for and
blessed by this community. Thank you for your ongoing support, through presence,
prayers and finances.
As many of you know I have been a Member in Discernment in the Mid Coast Association of the UCC since October 2015. In August of 2014 I decided to attend seminary full time and Jim and I moved to New York City so that I could attend Union
Theological Seminary. We had a great adventure in NYC and I graduated in May
2016 and we returned to Maine.
I was surprised while in Seminary to be exposed to prison ministry. During the
summer of 2015, I was able to take one unit of Clinical Pastoral Education (CPE) in
prison ministry. This involved going to visit women at Bedford Hill Correctional Facility three times a week. Bedford Hills is a maximum-security prison. I also participated in a yearlong internship at the Church of Gethsemane in Brooklyn. This is a
church whose mission is to serve people who have experienced incarceration.
Many of the members of this church have been incarcerated or have family incarcerated. Both of these experiences were transformative.
Since I have returned home I have continued on the path towards ordination. There
are many individuals and groups important to this process. I meet regularly with
Mary Baard (Pastor of the First Parish Church in Brunswick) as she is my Ordination
Advisor. I have also had several meetings with the Committee of Ministry, which is
a subgroup of the Mid Coast Association. This is the group that will ordain me when
the process is settled. Finally I have started to meet regularly with my Discernment
Team. This is team from our church, which is tasked with helping to guide my discernment of what my “Call” might be. I am indebted to this team for their good
work in moving my ordination process forward. Members of this team are: Bill Bliss,
Hannah Gosselin , Liz Trautman, Susan Savell and Ginny Freeman. Many thanks to
Janet Caldwell who is no longer a part of this team, but continues to support this pro798 Washington St, Bath, ME
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cess in spirit and friendship.
The Discernment Team has helped me to write a job description of my call, which
includes the dual roles of Hospice Chaplain and Prison Ministry. We are calling
these roles “Reconciling Ministries” and presented this job description as a Call to
the Leadership Team in December. The Leadership Team agreed that Reconciling
Ministries would be a ministry of our church and will write a letter to the Committee
on Ministry supporting this as my Call from our church. I am scheduled to meet with
the Committee on Ministry (COM) at the end of January. The COM will need to see
this Call as a ministry to which they will ordain me, I will need to write a paper and
have a psychological evaluation. So as you can see there are still tasks to complete
before an Ordination can occur, but I am hopeful to be ordained as early as this
Spring!
There is another important team involved in this process. The Joy of Giving team has
started a grant proposal, which is being drafted with the support of Susan Savell, in
hopes that this will be part of the funding for Reconciling Ministries.
Personally I have felt that this path to Ordination has been happening slowly, but all
of the sudden it is going very quickly! It is exciting, thrilling and a bit frightening. I
am always asking, “Is this really what God is up to? Is this where She wants me to
be?” It seems that the answer is yes. Thank you for journeying with me. We will
continue all of the big and little steps together and let the Spirit lead! Please continue to pray and don’t be afraid to stop me and ask questions. There is so much more
to this than be contained in an Annual Report update.
With much gratitude and love to each of you. Holly
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Worship, Faith, Ministry, Outreach
Innkeepers’ Ministry
The Innkeepers Ministry picks up and expands on the work of the Good Samaritan
Ministry, which we retired in 2015 after ten years of activity. The Innkeepers seeks
to include more neighbors in the ministry, and to use our facility as a place for
neighbors to be welcome and to gather. We began late last year, with 17 individuals
attending one of two orientation sessions that presented this definition and guidelines:
Definition: An Innkeeper is a source of hospitality for The Neighborhood.
Guidelines:
à Support one another in accountability to the DNA (divine, nurturing
awareness) as we respond and interact with neighbors.
à Attend Innkeeper Training – two 90-minute sessions
à Innkeepers attend Innkeeper Support eight times a year.
à When two Innkeepers are present the Neighborhood can be open.
This ministry did not advance in concrete ways in 2017. However, in the last several
months, our leadership began focusing on the fact that the most useful time for Innkeepers to open the Neighborhood would be overnight, in order to provide shelter
for homeless neighbors.
In December, we learned from the City Codes Enforcement office that, in order to
house people overnight, we would need to accommodate the State Fire Marshall’s
requirement that we install a fire suppression system. The Leadership Team, taking
notice of the terminology “to house,” began to consider keeping our facility open
overnight, not as a shelter to “house” neighbors, but rather as an extension of the
Neighborhood Café. As the year closes, we have reached out to potential Innkeepers to explore this possibility.
Simultaneously, we are meeting with the City Planner to find out what would be involved in changing the code. This ministry is part of our initiative to encourage a
broad, public conversation about how we might respond to the related challenges
of hunger, homelessness, poverty and addiction. In early 2018, we are hosting a
Community Conversations series on this topic.
Submitted by Bill Bliss
798 Washington St, Bath, ME
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Worship Voices
Worship Voices is a team of 24 individuals who lead various aspects of our Sunday
worship service. Now in its third year, Worship Voices has proven to be a great way to
bring a variety of creative, prayerful energies
to our common worship. This past year, the
team has added new participants, and endowed our worship with the strength that
comes with diversity and variety. Lay people,
for the most part, these individuals take on the
roles of Reader, Prayer, Earth Steward and
Snack Provider all coordinated monthly by Sally Hennessey.
Submitted by Bill Bliss

Wednesday Bible
Study
Our noon-time Wednesday
Bible Study has been part
of our weekly rhythm for
many years. Each Wednesday we gather to read and
discuss the scriptures that
determine the theme of
Sunday’s worship service and Tuesday’s brief reflection at meal-time. The group
expands and contracts week by week, with a core group of regular attendees and
looser group of individuals who come less frequently. We welcome guests, and often find a new face at the table. Wednesday Bible Study is a time for prayer, friendship and care for one another, as well as an exploration of faith in light of personal
experience. This discussion is a key moment of formation for Sunday worship.
Submitted by Bill Bliss
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Music Ministry
During 2017, we maintained our core group of
singers in the choir. With the occasional addition
of a visiting voice or another congregation member, we have had several anthems presented with
Biblical meaning, or seasonal texts, and also texts
related to peace in our world, feeding the world,
or the wonderful nature that surrounds us.
The purpose of the music is to connect us in yet another way to the events around us
or to the Scriptural readings for the day. We also like to include the cares and challenges of everyday life.
I am personally grateful to those in the congregation who support me at the keyboard – specifically Susanna Liller and Sam Saltonstall, and I also want to thank Liz
Starr and Mick McGuire for their spontaneous music and support. We are certainly
blessed with a lot of musical skill in our Neighborhood!
We continue to rehearse at 9am on Sunday mornings, with a rare rehearsal in addition. Our chairs and music are always available to any additional singers that
should be so inclined to join us. You will immediately become a welcomed part of
this small but very loving group of singers – who are part of the larger, loving group
that is our Neighborhood!
And as always, my many thanks and much gratitude to Pastor Bill for his unflinching
support.
Submitted by Lucy L. Ingraham

Neighborhood Café
The Neighborhood Café is a ministry of this church committed to feeding all our
hungers. It realizes that there are many types of hungers, including the physical,
emotional, spiritual and the hunger for relationship and community. Every Tuesday
a group of dedicated volunteers gather to create a meal that feeds approximately 80
people.
We have a team of 10 volunteers committed to meeting monthly to plan Café activities. Each Tuesday requires about 20 volunteers who miraculously show up and
798 Washington St, Bath, ME
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make Café happen. We have had been blessed for several years by the Mormon
Sisters, who come and serve faithfully at the Café as part of their mission.
Throughout the year we have several fundraisers so that the Café may continue. This
past year our fundraisers included: Marti Gras party and dinner, May Day yard and
plant sale as part of the City of Bath Yard Sale, October Harvest Supper and a Holiday Bazaar. We are also grateful for our many informal contributions. When Ruth
Hennessey died she requested people give donations to the Café, which resulted in
a significant gift. We give special thanks in memory of Ruth for these donations. We
also recognize Edward Gleason for donating his time and opening USM’s Southworth Planetarium, to provide a presentation of the “Season of Light”, with donations to the Café.
Monies from the May yard and plant sale provided funds so that we could insulate
the shed enabling us to store food in the shed year round. We are indebted to Tanya
Hanger who organized the providing and selling plants for this event. Much of the
money from the May Day event came from the plant sale.
We are thankful for all of our volunteers
but express special appreciation for Pat
Adams who continues to lead the Café
ensuring that a meal happens each
week. She is often the main chef and if
she is not cooking, she is supporting the
guest chef. We are fortunate to have a
leader who demonstrates a lived life of
gracious hospitality.
If you are free on any Tuesday we invite
you to stop in, enjoy a meal, be a part of
community and experience relationship. We welcome you!
Submitted by Holly Reid

Garden Team
The Garden Team keeps the gardens that provide vegetables for The Neighborhood Café. Partners active in both our Sunday and Tuesday worship actively keep
the gardens thriving. This year, we added three raised beds, and expanded our
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harvest. In the interest of being good neighbors, we upgraded our composting operation this year by subscribing to the Garbage to Garden composting service.
Submitted by Bill Bliss

Woods Stewards
The Neighborhood faith community tries to commune spiritually with our
forested acres adjacent to 150 Congress Street on a regular basis. This involves
meditative walks, prayers, and observations of the plant and wildlife there. Routine
trash cleanup is done also in order to keep the woods enjoyable for others. After the
windstorm this fall we took the initiative to clear dangerous windblown
trees.
As our congregation has many who revere nature, the woods are especially important to us.
Submitted by Steve King

Open Mic
The Neighborhood Open Mic has enjoyed a really good year, with many of
our attendees coming from the Neighborhood Café community. We also see
Sunday morning members of the Neighborhood UCC congregation joining in,
but not as frequently. There are some
amazing poets and story tellers, as well as singers and musicians coming to play
and sing. Some folks are trying karaoke as a way as expressing their creative voices. The open mic is a small but vital entity in the church. People from outside the
church community are rare. As Liz Starr and Holly Reid step back from organizing
the open mic, it is hoped by all who enjoy this venue that new leadership will step
up to the plate, maybe bringing some fresh ideas to jumpstart a new feel for this
ministry. I have really enjoyed my time as an organizer of the open mic. I see it as a
powerful tool to help people share their inner soul-voice with others, therefore fostering a friendly camaraderie, a place where people can really get to know each
other.
Respectfully submitted, Liz Star

798 Washington St, Bath, ME
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Creative Co-Op, or CROP
CROP is an egalitarian art group that has been meeting weekly, for the most part,
for the past two years. We began meeting and creating art at the Mustard Seed
Bookstore during the winter of 2016, and then moved our group to the Neighborhood, in the spring of 2017. CROP provides a place and time for people to be creative in any way that makes them happy: any art or craft medium is allowed, from
drawing and painting, to clay, crochet, paper mache’, writing, singing, dancing and
all manner of congenial conversation. Friends of all ages (from 4 - 89 years) and
abilities, come together to enjoy the creative process while offering camaraderie
and encouragement to one another. While CROP hasn’t officially stated its inclusion
as a ministry of the church, it essentially is, in spirit and every other way. As the
originator (along with Brenda Nelson) and most often the facilitator, I will encourage
the group to become a Life Ministry of the Neighborhood, in 2018. (Thanks to Joanna
Krejsa for holding the space and leading, when I couldn’t be there!)
Submitted by Tree Harmon

Life Circles
Dorcas Shawl Knitters Life Circle
The Shawl Knitters continue to meet on the 1st and 3rd Tuesday of the month
from 10:00 - 11:30 a.m. as we have since December 2002. We continue to distribute
shawls and prayer patches to those in need.
The prayer patches are very popular, and disappear quickly. (They are kept in a
little basket by the kitchen counter when you can find one.) This past year we read
The Book of Forgiving by Desmond Tutu and his daughter Mpho Tutu during our
meetings. During the Spring season, we will be reading The Sunflower by Simon
Wiesenthal. Nancy Lauckner and Tanya Hanger share the responsibility for leading
the book discussions.
We always welcome anyone interested in knitting or crocheting.
Respectfully submitted, Tanya Hanger
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The Spirit Book Life Circle
Active Hope: How to Face the Mess We're in without Going Crazy
By eco-philosopher Joanna Macy, PhD and Chris Johnstone
The Active Hope book study group met regularly for a number of weeks exploring
peace, justice, and ecology, and our role in personal and social change. Nancy
Chandler led the group walking us through the book sections, with exercises on
how to strengthen our capacity to face crisis and enabling us to respond with hope-active hope, resilience, and creative power. We discussed local issues that engaged us with specific emphasis on what is happening here in this community and
the challenges we face economically and spiritually, confronting assumptions and
attitudes that keep us stuck in non-action, despair and apathy, and brainstormed
ways to envision solutions and potential for change.
We addressed homelessness, climate change and it’s potential impact on our city
and surroundings, and local building designs and visions that inform and teach as
well as preparing for future development requirements. Sharing our collective despair led to lively discussions and hopeful resolve.
In closing we held a Council Of All Beings, another tool in Macy’s toolbox, where we
gathered in a circle meditation and called on the creatures of our world to metaphorically come forward and speak from their own point of view.
More about Joanna ‘ s work can be found at: www.joannamacy.net
Submitted by Ginny Freeman
Intentional Prayer Life Circle
The Intentional Prayer circle is an open group where anyone is welcome to join
leaders, Holly Reid and Sally Hennessey, in an hour of prayer and sometimes scripture discussion. Most recently we used a labyrinth for prayer. The group meets the
2nd and 4th Sundays of the month from 4:30 to 5:30 pm. During the seasons of Advent
and Lent, we meet every Sunday afternoon. The focus for each Sunday is based on
the prayer requests of those attending. After a sharing time, we pray together.
Please join us!
Submitted by Sally Hennessey
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Behind the Scenes
Leadership Team
The Leadership Team is comprised of covenant partners and elders who are committed to working closely with our various missions, teams, and circles to foster an
environment of loving kindness, faithful risk, and mutual respect both within and
without 798 Washington Street.
Leadership team members typically serve for 3-year terms. We are kept apprised
of our financial situation through regular reports from the treasurer and from the Joy
of Giving of Team. We seek ways to support missions and life circles, including offering the resources of the Faith Community to ordain Holly Reid as a community
minister in the UCC. We also work closely with outside organizations, such as
Amistad, the City of Bath, and the Kennebec Estuary Land Trust to help solve problems of homelessness and to create welcoming green spaces.

The current team includes Jessica Arsenault, Steve King, Tanya Hanger, Tree Harmon, Sally Hennessey, John Mosher, and Bill Bliss.
Submitted by John Mosher
Joy of Giving Team
The Joy of Giving Team meets approximately once a
month to discuss, plan, and implement ways to enhance
the literal joy of giving in our faith community.
Our primary focus is to seek ways to increase the income needed to maintain The Neighborhood. This past
fall, we had four speakers who shared their own experiences of what being a part of this faith community means
to them. We initiated the letter that was sent out to our neighbors with a pledge
card to share their funds and gifts of service to the community. We also reach out
with a follow up to that letter and write a “Thank you” to those who have responded.
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Our team is currently looking into writing grants to help provide for a new church
Reconciling Ministry which will focus on being in relationship with individuals and
families who have been effected by end-of-life experiences and/or incarceration.
Our team also sponsored Eric Simonds, a financial planner, who spoke at the church
about individual and group ways of promoting increased income and sharing.
Respectfully submitted, Tanya Hanger, Chair
Finance Team
This team currently has four members supplemented by occasional volunteers from
the congregation as the need arises. Hannah Gosselin is the Church Financial Secretary and oversees the proper receiving of funds collected from cash offering’s
and pledges and other church sponsored events. Assisted by Marcia August, she
also prepares a weekly accounting report, and makes the Bank deposits. John
Mosher joined the team several months ago and now handles pledge accounting
including keeping the Joy of Giving up to date with pledge trends and other statistics as well. He will also handle the distribution of annual giving statements to confirm individual pledge contributions to meet I.R.S responsibilities. Roy Ingraham is
the Church Treasurer and is responsible for maintaining the Church financial records, depositing receivables, donations and gifts not included as Worship contributions mentioned above, and all payables. The team works well together and assists
each other as circumstances require.
(from the Treasurer’s Report)
Ministry Coordination Team
The Ministry Coordination Team, (MCT) Bill Bliss, Holly Reid, Susanna Liller and Sally Hennessey, as representative of the Leadership Team, met monthly in 2017. The
MCT tracks the progress of all the teams and groups that meet in The Neighborhood. They help to move things along, when needed; insure that communication
flows between all groups; and in general, monitor the overall “health” of the
church. In 2017 that monitoring extended to: The Innkeepers, Little Eden, The Joy of
Giving, the Building Team, the Café, and various other budding initiatives that
needed encouragement. The MCT doesn’t make decisions for The Neighborhood
but rather makes sure that all the initiatives of The Neighborhood are working together and moving forward. The team also coordinates and leads the “All Groups
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Meeting” which meets twice annually and generates a master calendar for Neighborhood activities, deadlines, etc.
Submitted by Susanna Liller
Administration Team
The Administrative Team continues to be Susanna Liller, Holly Reid, Liz Trautman
and Marcia August. We meet monthly and all minutes are sent to Pastor Bill Bliss,
who periodically attends meetings and often contributes assistance. Additionally,
we are in regular communication via email.
The purpose of the Administration Team is to provide consistent logistical support
for the day to day activities of the church in the absence of paid clerical help.
Administrative Team outcomes for 2017 are as follows: fixed WIFI connection,
maintained copier contract; made telephone mailbox updates; maintained contact
list for groups using The Neighborhood facility; provided oversight fro the publication of our church directory, which was completed by John Mosher; switched
Website contract to Maine Hosting Solutions, saving money; updated Covenant
Partners Book and Clerks Job description to include maintenance of Covenant
Partners Book; secured Leadership Team approval of updated Building Use Contract; added link to our website calendar; resolved issues with Pastor Bill receiving email; provided oversight for updating and communication changes in the
Functions of the Community Task Matrix; regularly contribute to The Neighborhood Facebook Page (The Neighborhood United Church of Christ) and Instagram
profile (theneighborhood798); publish a weekly News and Blessing in electronic
and printed form and send out the Sunday Good News Preview; added News and
Blessing to website; pick up and reroute church telephone message three times a
week; regularly check and reroute messages left on church email.
Submitted by Marcia August
People Reaching Team
The PR Team entered its 2nd year of reaching out to the community, within and
without, by clarifying our visual “branding” and focusing on Bath-wide events.
The team consists of Bill Bliss, Tanya Hanger, Tree Harmon (team leader,) and Steve King.
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With our website and Facebook pages established and consolidated, we can get
information out to our followers in a timely and current way. The administrators of
the pages have faithfully worked together to make sure that event details, pictures,
and comments are shared.
PR has established a Neighborhood presence at both Bath Heritage Days and Kindness Day, over the past two years. Our colorful and interesting booth, set up in Library Park, for all 3 of the Heritage Days, included a community banner painting activity,
“What Makes Your Heart Sing?” Posters with
photos of the church and various activities and
events were displayed along with other informational materials. Many Neighborhood covenant partners contributed their time, energy,
and smiles at our church booth. People readily
accepted the envelope we handed out that
looked like a seed packet, with our church logo
combined with a sunflower graphic, and inside,
sunflower seeds and a magnet, “Caring, Sharing, Forgiving,” written over a sunflower watercolor. These were created by Tree Harmon and
the PR team worked diligently to put all the
pieces together, literally. (The sunflower design was also used by the Joy of Giving
Team during the pledge campaign in the fall.) On the “Kids’ Day,” Phyllis Blackstone told stories to the children…and grown-ups, who were sitting enraptured, on
blankets under our tent. Everyone truly enjoyed Phyllis’ animated, funny and delightful story-telling! Thank you, Phyllis!
On Kindness Day, we set up our table across from the Mustard Seed Bookstore and
continued the Community Banner painting activity. Main St. Bath donated the
prepped canvas banner, which will be hung up in the spring of 2018, during the
“Banners over Bath” April/May downtown decorating event. All ages participated
and truly seemed to enjoy painting together. Steve, Tanya, Tree and Crystal Caron
assisted with the process and also handed out foam heart stickers for folks to wear.
Tanya started this last year and people were so touched to receive these hearts, it’s
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become a trademark of our Kindness Day participation.
The Neighborhood started a new annual tradition by attending a special showing
of “Season of Light” at the Southworth Planetarium at the University of Southern
Maine in Portland. All people were invited to attend. The only admission was a
donation of any amount to benefit the Café. During the first event on December 9,
2017, the Café raised $100. The Neighborhood and the Southworth Planetarium intend to continue this holiday tradition each December, with the date to be later determined. Tree Harmon helped to arrange this event in collaboration with the planetarium manager Edward Gleason.
The Neighborhood PR team set up at Waterfront Park with the other non-profit
groups, for our first time during Citizen Involvement Day, at Bath’s Autumnfest. Joanna Krejsa designed colorful Neighborhood Café graphics, pasted to paper plates,
that she, Steve, and Tanya handed out to passers-by.
The “Chalk it Up” Team is an arm of PR: Tree, Steve, Marcia August, and Joanna
Krejsa have written and decorated a message for the chalk board, on the front of
the church, on a weekly basis for the past couple of years. It has been challenging
to keep up with the weekly schedule for some of the members, and burn-out may
be setting in, so we will re-group, re-vision and encourage others to participate in
2018. A wise decision was made to suspend the chalk messages during the winter
months.
The PR Team will continue all these activities during 2018, with the addition of participating in at least one, if not all, of the monthly Bath ArtWalk events. We plan to
display art inside the church, and perhaps offer refreshments, music and dancing,
outside in our parking lot.
I’d like to honor and truly thank the committed PR Team, Steve King, Tanya Hanger, Bill Bliss and the other Neighborhood friends, who have so generously spent
many hours, fueled by deep compassion, reaching out with God’s love, caring,
and forgiveness to all the people of Bath and surrounds.
Submitted by Tree Harmon, January 6, 2018
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Building Team
The mission of the building team is to maintain the building and grounds and to
help plan for future building use. To that end, we held a Fall clean-up in October
to sweep the parking lot, prepare the raised beds for a winter nap, and improve
drainage along the east side of the building. Meanwhile, Sam Saltonstall will be
forming a team to explore solar and air-source heat pump systems options for 798
Washington to ween us off fossil fuels. There is also movement afoot in the Little
Eden project to transform the grounds from drab industrial to glorious oasis,
hopefully within the next year or so.
After a seven-year run as a member of the building team, I will be stepping down
at the annual meeting. As sexton, Mick will continue to solve most of the building
issues and work closely with Bill and the Neighborhood Café.
John Mosher

Looking to the New Year
Of course there are always ongoing plans and new initiatives including the
start of a new Spirit Life book group featuring Desmond and Mpho Tutu’s book
The Book of Forgiving. Three other projects for 2018 are described below:

Community Conversations
A Planning Team met in early October to prepare for a Community Conversation series on Homelessness in Bath. Team members include Susanna Liller, Holly Reid, Chip Wesley, Mary Beth
Sullivan, Liz Starr, Bill Bliss, and Sally Hennessey, Team Leader.
We decided to approach the series from two perspectives:
1) how to define the problem of homelessness and 2) what are
the resources available and/or needed to begin to address this
issue. It was agreed that homelessness is also a relationship issue, not just a housing issue.
At the second planning meeting on Nov. 30th, key community leaders joined the
conversation. They included the Assistant Superintendent and Homeless Liaison
of RSU#1, Katie Joseph, the Assistant City Manager, Mark Myers, and State Senator Eloise Vitelli. Unable to attend but indicating an interest in supporting the series, were Deb Keller, Executive Director, Bath Housing; Joel Merry, Sheriff of
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Sagadahoc County and Reverend Gwyneth Arrison, United Methodist Church.
Tanya Hanger and Steve King also joined the Team. The decision was made to
hold a series of three Conversations, leaving the possibility that a fourth might
be added. The first Community Conversation is scheduled for Wednesday, January 31, 2018 from 7:00-8:30 pm at The Neighborhood. A panel of four leaders
will present their experience/perspective with time for a question and answer
period with the audience. The speakers have been invited but have not yet all
been confirmed.
The 2nd Conversation is scheduled for Wednesday, February 21st and the 3rd for
Wednesday, March 21st. We hope you will mark your calendars and plan to attend!

Children’s Ministry
Tree Harmon is planning to design and lead a Puppet Workshop for Kids’
Church, starting in early 2018. The vision is for the children to choose a story,
create a script, make the puppets, practice, and then offer a performance for the
church and maybe other community events. I see this creative approach as moving art, sculptural theater, theatrical sculpture; there are as many ways to make
puppets as any other artistic object. Adults would be the facilitators of the children’s inspiration. We would all learn from each other. Enough neighbors have
expressed interest in participating, as have the children. While the church
doesn’t yet have many kids at the services, if we create a dynamic program, perhaps more will show up. Dyllan Arsenault has offered to become Tree’s assistant
in leading the Puppet Workshop. Please talk with Tree if you are interested in
joining us!
Submitted by Tree Harmon, January 6, 2018

Green in 18?
An effort to reduce fossil fuel use at the Neighborhood UCC has begun. By making our building more energy efficient and by harvesting renewable energy on
our roof, we can fight climate change and save our church serious money over
the long term.
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The effort has four components:
à Identify and carry out building modifications that reduce heat loss.
à Install a heat pump to warm and cool the building, backed up by the existing propane system when temperatures plummet.
à Install a solar electric system on our south-facing roof to provide most of
our electricity, including power to the heat pump system.
à Work together to identify community funding sources and provide volunteer labor where possible to realize the goals above.
Accomplished so far:
à We are consulting Paul Kando of the Midcoast Green Collaborative
about the best way to inexpensively reduce heat loss and harvest the sun
to power heat pump(s).
à A lighting inventory helped us identify and replace old fashioned bulbs
with donated LEDs.
à The church sextant has explored the attic and photographed locations in
need of air sealing and insulation.
à A contractor has been contacted to provide a cost for an insulated and
tight-fitting back door.
à Volunteers are building and installing insulating inserts for winter use on
our front facing windows.
à We have provided electricity and propane usage information to Revision
Energy so that they can size and cost out a solar system and heat pump
installation. A preliminary proposal is in hand.
Now we need a small group of energetic people willing to think creatively
about raising the needed funds.

Call Sam Saltonstall (838-9843) if you would like to help. The goal: complete this
project in 2018. It will require patience and persistence and may take longer.
Submitted by Sam Saltonstall
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The Neighborhood
United Church of Christ Elders
Bev Emero
Bill Cumming
Debbie Leighton
Fred Cichocki
Ginny Freeman
Hannah Gosselin
Holly Reid
Jessica Arsenault

Joanna Krejsa
John Mosher
Liz Trautman
Lucy Ingraham
Marcia August
Marti Collins
Mary Beth Sullivan
Sally Hennessey

Shirley Stewart
Steve King
Susan Savell
Susanna Liller
Tanya Hanger
Tree Lisa Harmon

The Neighborhood
United Church of Christ 2017 Officers
Pastor:
Moderator:
Treasurer:
Clerk:

Bill Bliss
Tanya Hanger
Roy Ingraham
Jessica Arsenault

Keep up with
The Neighborhood
On our facebook pages:
The Neighborhood United Church of Christ
Neighborhood Cafe, Bath, ME
Neighborhood Open Mic
Little Eden Park
Creative Co-Op
On Instagram: theneighborhood798
Or visit our website: www.faithinbath.org
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The Neighborhood
United Church of Christ
Team Leaders and (some) Participants
Administration Team

Marcia August, Susanna Liller, Holly Reid, Liz Trautman

Building Team

John Mosher, Mick McGuire

Community Conversations

Sally Hennessey, Susanna Liller

Creative Co-Op

Tree Harmon

Discernment Team, Holly Reid

Bill Bliss, Ginny Freeman, Susan Savell, Hannah Gosselin,
Liz Trautman

Dorcas Shawl Knitters

Lucy Ingraham, Tanya Hanger

Finance Team

Roy Ingraham, Hannah Gosselin, Marcia August, John Mosher

Garden Team

Carol Ann Gifford and Donna, Steve King, Mick McGuire,

Innkeepers Team

Bill Bliss

Joy of Giving

Bill Cumming, David Bann, Holly Reid, Tanya Hanger

Leadership Team

Tanya Hanger, Jessica Arsenault, John Mosher, Sally Hennessey,
Steve King, Tree Harmon, Bill Bliss

Little Eden Team

Bill Bliss, Sam Saltonstall, Marcia August

Music Ministry/Choir

Lucy Ingraham

Ministry Coordination Team

Susann Liller, Holly Reid

Neighborhood Café

Holly Reid, Bill Bliss, Pat Adams, Dominick Lisanti, Drew Paradis,
Crystal House, Jason Ciesla

Open Mic

Liz Starr

People Reaching (PR) Team

Tree Harmon, Tanya Hanger, Steve King

Woods Stewards

Steve King, Fred Cichoki

Worship Voices

Bill Bliss, Sally Hennessey, Fred Cichocki, Ginny Freeman, Hannah
Gosselin, Holly Reid, Jessica Arsenault, John Mosher, Jonathan Waldo, Liz Trautman, Lucy and Roy Ingraham, Marcia August, Mick
McGuire, Shirley Stewart, Tanya Hangar, Tree Harmon, Jan Waite
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